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Bertolt Brecht:  THE MANIFESTO  

Translated by Darko R. Suvin  

 

In memory of Jochen Bunge, who first smuggled this text out to 
me in the 1960s, and of my father, who first gave me to read the 

Communist Manifesto, printed by a Croatoserbian partisan brigade, 

in 1945.   

If we then in a poem now & here consider the nature  

Of people, as the great Lucretius considered the nature of things,  

It's because we too are only vouchsafed a dim break of day...        

 Brecht, On the Poem for Learning 

 

Wars are destroying the world, & the ruins are visibly haunted  

By an enormous spectre, not simply born of war.  

In peace it could already be sighted, terror to the rulers  

But friend to the children of slums. In scanty kitchens  

Often it peeps, horrified, angry, into the half-empty pots.  

Often it waits for the exhausted in front of shipyards & mines;  

It visits friends in jails, passing without passport.  

Even in offices it may be seen & in lecture-rooms 

Heard. At times it dons a hat of steel, enters  

Huge tanks & flies with deadly bombers. It speaks in many    10.  

Tongues, in all of them. And in many it holds its tongue.  

It sits as a guest of honour in hovels, a headache of villas,  

It has come to change all things & stay forever, its name is  

Communism.  

 

 You've heard much untruth about it from enemies, from friends  

Much untruth also. This is what the classics say:  

History books speak of great individuals, how  

Their stars wax & wane; how their armies roam;  

And further how empires resplend & fall. But the doubting great  

Teachers examine the old writings for other lore  
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& they teach: history is mostly the story of how CLASSES STRUGGLE:   20.  

For they see all peoples split into classes struggling among  

Themselves. Slaves & plebeians once, patricians & knights;  

Artisans, peasants, nobility; burgesses then  

& proletarians, processing the enormous economy,  

Stand at daggers drawn in enormous contentions of power.  

In daring subversion the partisan masters thus added 

The story of ruled classes to the story of classes that rule.  

 

Yet the ruling classes behave differently at different times,  

Rome's patricians act other than Spanish grandees,  

Burghers of early cities than the later cities' bourgeois:     30. 

Here, a class cleverly uses the hulking despot,  

There, the despotic plurality of their own Houses;  

One opts rather for bloody wars, another for slyness,  

As their specific position allows, but always to strengthen  

The rulers' rule, & always struggling against the ruled.  

When peoples leap in slaughter on peoples, behind their battles  

Other battles are raging, not so loud, steering the former.  

The armies of Rome storm into the far-off icy Pontus  

While back at home, in Rome, plebeians & patricians fight.  

Germans are warring on Frenchmen, yet German cities, allies to    40. 

The Emperor of Germans, also wage war on German lords.  

When a truce unites inimical classes to counter the external  

Enemy, in true danger or artificial entrapment,  

Both win the fight but only one the victory:  

That class returns victorious, the other rings the bells,  

Cooks the victory banquet & builds the triumphal column.  

For deeper & longer lasting than the wars our primers render  

Are the wars of classes, open or secret, not for enemy  

Cities but for their own, ending only in revolution 

Or in a joint downfall of the fighters, rulers & ruled.     50. 
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Thus came about the age, which now is ending, of the bourgeois:  

A fleeing serf, he became a burgher of the market town,  

Then of the city, & behind its secure walls the guilds  

Flourish. Cloth keeps crossing the walls, & commerce awakens  

The dreaming country. Seaports build ships that sail to new shores,  

Busily round Africa & set courageous sights  

On American gold. Opening Chinese & East Indian  

Markets, the New World, the accumulation of wares & moneys  

Give wings to manufacture, & powerful there appears     60. 

From feudal relations a new societal ruler, the burgher.  

 

Industry overtakes crafts. Long will endure the distaff,  

But the master crosses the market with less resounding footsteps  

& work once divided by guilds is now by the factory owner  

Divided within one, bigger workshop. & still the markets  

Insatiably grow. Even manufacture can no longer fill  

 The new demands, & lo! Machines & steam overturn  

All again, & manufacturer gives way to captain  

Of industry, commander of workers & financier— 

Our bourgeois. The Teachers show us in detail how large     70. 

Machine-based industry created a worldwide market  

& the market in turn helped to concentrate industry  

Till the bourgeoisie had fought its way to eminent rule:  

State power attends to the business of the bourgeoisie now  

Clothed in pomp & purple raiment, a willing executive board.  

 

& this class has proved a hard & most impatient mistress.  

With brazen cheek & iron heel it stamped out the rotten  

Patriarchally still idyll, tore up the feudal old  

Motley ties that bound protector & protégé,  

Permitting no nexus but naked self-interest between people,     80. 

Payment in cash. The chivalric masters & loyal servants,  

Love of native soil, honest craftsmanship, serving  
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A cause or inner calling, it has drowned in the icy jet  

Of calculation, & brutally sold off dignity of persons  

As small change. In place of the numberless chartered freedoms  

It set up the sole Freedom of Trade. No doubt, those ties were  

A natural, pious exploitation; now it is naked  

& shamelessly wielded.  

 

Physician & priest & judge & poet & researcher, in the past  

Still met with pious awe, it hires as workers for wage,     90. 

Sends to a doctor the ailing as paying customers, & he sells  

His recipe, & the priest sells his consolation.  

Justice may now be purchased from the watchman of property, the judge.  

Whatever ploughs its inventor imagined, its dealer sells  

For swords. .Hungrily the artist glorifies, with quick  

Nobilitating brush-stroke, the bourgeoisie’s visage,  

Versed in the artifices of art he massages for money the lady’s  

Languid emotions. Smirking, the bourgeois turns the poets  

& thinkers into paid lackeys. The temple of knowledge becomes  

A stock-exchange, & even the family’s holy abode      100. 

Hustling he stamps with the seal of unholy haggling.  

 

Indeed, what are to us the aqueducts of Rome, the pyramids,  

What a Crusade, & what even the Great Migration of Peoples,  

To us who have seen the titanic buildings & expeditions  

Made by this all-upsetting class, that always & wherever  

It breathless reaches replaces what it created, living  

On upset? Without pausing it alters machines & all products.  

Formerly unimagined forces it hauls from air & water,  

Creates new materials, never seen on this planet:  

Thrice in one generation it changes the cloth of one’s clothes,    110. 

The hold of knife & fork frequently alters its feel  

In the hand, & the eye is always faced with new formations.  

So too are people changed, peasants are into factories  
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Driven, craftsmen driven in droves to new savage shores.  

Villages shoot up & cities where this class digs for ore,  

Dead & unpeopled in a flash when it moves away. So quick  

A boom was never seen before, nor so quick a bust.  

 

Retaining unaltered the way of production was always the first  

Business of the classes that rule—this class is the first that erects  

The upset as the sine qua non of society. Building its buildings    120. 

On permanently quaking soil, fearing nothing  

So badly as rusting & moss, it enforces daily change  

On the force of existing relations, all that was stable habit.  

The steady & solid is pulled down, the sacred desecrated,  

& people stand unsafe, the Earth rolling beneath their feet,  

Finally forced to examine their living with sober sight.  

 

& all of this happens not in one country or two  

For an unquenchable urge to sell off the bulging commodities  

Ceaselessly drives the bourgeois class across the whole  

Worldwide expanse of the Earth. It must everywhere look around,    130. 

Build upon, settle in, everywhere tie the sticky threads.  

It makes consumption & production cosmopolitan.  

It is at home everywhere & nowhere. It destroys the rich  

Crafts & indigenous arts, & fetches its raw materials  

From furthest-off places. Its factories service fashions & needs  

Brought forth by the most diverse climates. High amid 

Clouds the feverish commodities climb up the mountain pass.  

They trample on rotting toll-bars that have stood for a thousand years.  

Their password is CHEAP! & who are the white-bearded geezers there,  

Priests come to curse the blasphemers? Not a chance, they are buyers.    140. 

& those walls there, never conquered? – The agents smile  

& with bales of lightest calico batter soundlessly down  

The Chinese walls. Mountains make way, islands regroup,  

Peoples start needing each other. Spiritual wealth too becomes  
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A commonwealth of spirit. The Roman scholar avidly reads  

A formula from Poland, lines penned by an English hand are completed  

By a Japanese hand, & together scholars all over the world  

Design an image of the world. Literatures of various peoples  

Become the world’s literature.  

 

Panting, the coolie hauls from entrails of foreign vessels     150. 

Products never before beheld, & sweating behind them  

The great new begetter itself, the machine. Thus the bourgeois  

Civilizes the barbarians by turning them into further bourgeois.  

Like joins to like & produces more likeness, the bourgeoisie  

Produces a world after its own image & likeness.  

 

Thus cities lord it over the country, & they grow gigantic  

Constantly tearing people from the doldrums of rural duration.  

& as cities over country, so the bourgeois nations lord it over  

The peasant henceforth; the civilized rein in barbarians  

& semi-barbarians, the East becomes dependent on the West.    160. 

 

Machinery & property & people, up to now scattered about  

Coalesce into huge formations. Faster & faster,  

Implements pile up in prodigious workshops, masses of people  

Agglomerate into abundantly producing centers, & the swelling   

Property piles up in the hands of a few proprietors.  

New political fields are created: loosely bound regions  

Separately ruled, with separate laws & separate tariffs,  

Are pressed together into one nation, with one single  

National interest of the class that rules over all.  

 

Never before did such a creative ecstasy happen       170.  

As was set ablaze by the bourgeoisie at the time of its triumph.  

It created power out of steam & electricity. In few years  

It cleared up, as by magic, the wildest continents of the world,  
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Pumped petrol out of the ground & propelled ships with it & cars,  

Extracted coal & amassed it into heaping useful mountains,  

Dug up iron untouched by a thousand generations  

& forged steel into flexible bridges & heavy turbines  

Milking the rivers & lakes to light up villages & towns.  

It changed forests into weightless paper. Into distant prairies  

The daily paper is flung by trains, good news & bad.     180.  

In five decades, as if humans wanted simultaneously  

To live in all places of the planet, the ether became a carrier  

Of messages. And now the first people rise up in steerable aircraft  

Above the earth. No dream had ever shown to humanity  

That such forces slumbered in its formative womb nor such liberations.  

This gigantic creation of goods was confined & fettered  

By aristocracy's mortmain & its State of absolute kings:  

Wrathfully the bourgeoisie exploded its fetters.  

 

Like unto hurricanes arise the creative forces & shatter  

Ancient power, supposed eternal. Other classes,       190.  

Yesterday servile, tear up the property deeds, codes  

Of law & ledgers of debtors, laughing at senile rights.  

Ruling opinions were always the opinions of rulers, they follow  

The rulers' downward path, for the flight of thinking must follow  

Such tempests: they force the thoughts of people down to the ground  

Or wheel them forcibly round to other flight paths.  

Right is no longer right, wisdom not wise, all is other.  

The temples had seen & defied a thousand seasons' change  

When they tumbled down into dust, shaken by the victors' step.  

But in those left standing, the gods' countenance changes:     200.  

La! the Old Ones wondrously look like the rulers today!  

Huge are the changes occasioned by new creative forces.  

 

But liberty equality fraternity, what happened to it?  

Freedom for the bourgeois to exploit people, say the classics, equality  
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Before the law for the rich & poor to buy palaces  

Or to be permitted to sleep under the bridge arches.  

 

Born out of tempests that bore it to power, the bourgeoisie  

Beholds the deadly tempests violent gather against it.  

For now that this class, with its new property deeds & rights,  

Had conjured forth forces never hereto imagined       210.  

It seemed a conjurer who has lost control of the underground  

Forces he has brought up. As rain quickens crops, but unceasing  

Completely washes them out, so the rising creative forces  

Multiply fortunes & powers of the class that rules, but rising  

Still further, they endanger that self-same rule.  

 

From now on the story of commerce & mass production tells  

How the forces that create the goods engage in rebellion against  

The bourgeois ownership & bourgeois ways to create goods.  

 

Colossal crises, recurring in cycles, similar to huge  

& blindly groping hands that grip & throttle commerce,     220.  

Convulse in speechless rage companies, markets & homes.  

Immemorial hunger had plagued the world when granaries emptied:  

Now, nobody knows why, we're hungry when they're too full.  

Mothers find nothing in the bare pantry to fill the small mouths  

While sky-high mountains of grain rot behind walls.  

And while bales upon bales of cloth are warehoused, the ragged family,  

Overnight kicked out of its rented home, wanders freezing  

Through emptied city quarters. He who cursed exploiters  

Now cannot find exploiters. Ceaseless was his work,  

Ceaseless is now his search for work. But the gate is locked.     230.  

 

Alas, even hell functions no longer. Where now? The giant  

Edifice of civil society, built with so much exertion  

By so many sacrificed generations sinks back into barbarism.  
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Not the TOO LITTLE is threatening, the TOO MUCH makes it totter.  

The house does not exist for dwelling, the cloth for dressing  

Nor the bread for stilling hunger: they must bring Profit.  

If the product however is only used, but not also bought  

Since the producer's pay is too small-were the salary raised  

It wouldn't pay to produce the commodity-why then  

Hire the hands? For they must produce at the workbench more    240.  

Than a reproduction of worker & family if there's to be  

Profit! Yet what then with the commodities? In good logic therefore:  

Woollens & grain, coffee & fruits & fish & pork  

All are consumed by fire, to warm the God of Profit!  

Heaps of machines, tools for entire armies of workers,  

Blast furnace, shipyard & mine & iron & textile mill  

All sacrificed, cut up to appease the God of Profit!  

 

Yet their God of Profit is smitten with blindness. He never sees  

The victims. He's ignorant. While he counsels believers he mumbles  

Formulas nobody grasps. The laws of economics       250.  

Are revealed as the law of gravity at the time the house collapses  

Crashing on our heads. In panic torment the bourgeoisie  

Starts cutting to pieces its goods & wildly runs with the remains  

Around the globe, searching for newer & larger markets  

(The plague-stricken thus £lees but only carries the plague  

Along & infects the places of shelter!). In new & larger  

Crises it wakes up staggered. But upon the impoverished people --    

Whose multitudes the bourgeoisie is whirling around  

In planless plans, now thrown into saunas now onto icy  

Streets again -- it dawns that the springtime of the bourgeois class   260.  

Is over: its constricting world can't grasp the riches created.  

  

Against the bourgeoisie the weapons are raised that once  

It death-dealing swung to shatter the feudal world, for it has  

In its turn brought forth a class which swings the death-dealing weapons  
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Against it. Together with it from the very beginnings there grew  

In huge masses its inseparable servant, the proletariat,  

That only lives by work but only picks up work  

If it quick & abundant adds to the bourgeois’ capital.  

 

.As the capitalist is selling commodities so the worker  

Sells his commodity, labour-power, & is forced to compete    270.  

& to share the ups & downs of the capitalists' market .  

Appendage to the machine, he sells his manipulation  

& gets his subsistence & what it costs to propagate  

& rear his useful kind, for the price of labour-power,  

As of other wares, conforms to the cost of its coming about.  

These workers cohabit no more in the patriarchal workshop  

Of a master of their craft. Drilled in long columns, foot-soldiers  

Of machine trades, they stand in the wide factory halls,  

Slaves of the bourgeois class, daily & hourly enslaved.  

 

Work is divided. The workers perform their monotonous part.    280.  

The hours run on killing the mind & exhausting the muscle.  

What the journeyman of the crafts saw, the product of his hands,  

They see no more, no shoe or plough which they would have made.  

The machine is ingenious, the worker grows dull, for the grips are simple:  

But the effort put in is still huge, the wheels revolve quicker.  

No doubt, anybody can do it. Sweating women & children  

Surround the workbench, gender & age count no longer.  

All they are now is mere tools & living levers, producing  

Commodities whose end it is to create Profit.  

 

When they've given their exploiter more than they cost, when  

                                                                            th’ exhausted slumping   290.  

Hands finally clutch the scanty pay envelope,  

At factory gates new robber bands await them: landlord,  

Usurer, shopkeeper, physician, all stage their raids.  
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No doubt, soon enough such "middle classes" as traders, peasants,  

& craftsmen fall into the proletariat, because the small profit  

Is not enough to buy new machines, or because factory  

Production devalues their specialized skill -- all are kicked out  

From shop or workshop or tenant farm to the army of workers .  

 

And the proletariat climbs up step by step in the war  

That rages between the owners of hands & the owners of tools,    300.  

A war that came to be as soon as these classes came to be.  

 

Single workers to begin with, then workers of a single plant  

Fought their bourgeois owner. They began by fighting the ways  

& not the whole system of bourgeois production of goods. They trashed  

Foreign commodities & machines, & burned factories down  

To rid themselves of this new, more profound enslavement, to get  

Back to the feudal enslavement, to arrest, despairing & tired,  

The iron hand on the world clock, by themselves forged.  

 

Still scattered all over the country, the proletarians remain  

Long disunited, divided by deadly competition       310. 

For work, & the divided workers fight first the enemy of their  

Enemy, absolute monarchs & landowners, guildsmen  

& clerics; for still the flag of progress flutters over  

The bourgeoisie, & it's able to incorporate all victories. 

But any victory strengthens also the class it needed    

For winning. The growing large industries concentrate proletarians  

Into ever huger masses. Workers grow alike:  

Who may find a wave in the turbulent torrent? Past differences,  

Industriousness or skill, are cancelled working the machine.  

Wages are equalized too. They fluctuate & sink in crises     320. 

Or totally cease whenever no work is to be had. All of this  

Torments all at the same time. Coalitions of workers appear  
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Seeking to protect their wages. Open collisions begin.  

 

Here & there, briefly, workers may win. More often they lose   

The local battle for which they united. But the union stuck   

& transcended localities. Trains & then phones connect places.  

All over the country scattered skirmishes grow to struggles  

Of classes. As a class the workers now fight the political fight.  

And the class, oft sundered through competition among its needy members,  

Always united anew through new fights fought in common,    330. 

Reaches for the letter of bourgeois law & forces the employer  

To come a cropper here & there, it manages to pinch  

A fleeting little hour or so off the long working day.  

But it knows, & when it forgets blows will bring it back:    

It has to seize hold of the law & finally break its letter.  

 

The rising class gains much from the old classes' dissension  

And constant infighting. Still the bourgeoisie  has to fight  

Aristocrats in army & civil service, then within  

Itself as the deadly roller of progress rolls over some of it,  

&  above all & always it fights the bourgeoisie of other     340.  

Countries. All these require fellow-fighters from lower  

Strata, so it drags the proletariat to political struggles  

As helper, & arms its own enemy in the arena.  

 

The proletariat learned how to learn. Painstakingly   

Exploited at workbench, drill & construction crane, it needed  

Education & was forced into schools. Meagre the knowledge  

It got & mostly falsified, but knowledge still of the power  

Of knowledge & awareness about their thirst for their own knowledge.  

 

Angry abuse would a Haroon al-Rashid hear on the market  

Against the bourgeoisie. The failing corner-store keepers,     350. 

Owners of petty businesses as well as rentiers & farmers  
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Fight tooth & nail to keep their minuscule property intact.  

The carpenter luridly curses furniture factories, the farmer  

Big agribusiness, & all deplore our moral decline.     

These good people don't want to subvert the societal structure, its lone  

Good side they are attacking & accusing, the great production  

Of goods, shaking their shattered fists in vain. 

  

The rotting mob of our cities, formed from putrefaction  

Of the old society's lowest strata, is also oft  

Pulled by revolution into proletarian ranks but it is      360.  

Only a victim, not an enemy of bourgeois rule, & easily bought  

As a bestial servant to batter the proletarians down.  

 

The only class finally that may vanquish the bourgeoisie  

& shatter its fettering State is the proletariat. It has  

The proper stature & position. What ensured life in the old  

Society has long since been swept away & wholly destroyed  

In the being of the worker. Without property, to wife & child  

Neither family head nor bread-winner, discernible  

Barely by nation & race, since identical servitude bound  

To identical bench & machine endow him with the same  

Identity from the Ruhr to Canton, the proletarian  

Sees in religion & morals mere fata-morganas,  

Prejudices to him behind which hides the robbing grab.     370.  

 

Other classes, having come to power, protect what they got  

While dictating to everybody else the novel way of getting.  

This class conquers the goods-producing works by wholly repealing  

The way they are got. This class has nothing to safeguard for itself.  

To the contrary, any individual safeguard it has to destroy.  

 

Mountains of machinery behind fences & walls & hidden even better  

By laws, & on this side millions upon millions of willing workers  
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Terribly torn away from the means of working by fences & walls  

& the State's laws, each a singleton that may be hired  

By the hour to set in motion the machines, hired like water-power    380. 

Or electricity, for the cost of production, but only if that  

Blind God of Profit, the crazy one, nods, the gambler.  

 

The rulers' rule was always founded on the fact that the ruled  

Could somehow live from the toil: their exploitation was sure.  

But now the bourgeoisie can manage no more to ensure  

A servile life to their serfs. Instead of feeding off  

Its proletarians, now it must feed them. It needs to employ them  

But has no employment for them & yet lets their numbers swell.  

And dehumanization wins, marking the victims  

& victimizers, chaos results from the bourgeoisie's         390. 

Plans, the more plans more chaos, & lack is born from production  

Wherever it rules, death-dealing to the vast majority.  

No longer can society live under its rule. The new class  

It raised, the proletariat, will bring it down: it raised  

Itself the giant hands that dig its grave.  

 

The vast majority is in this movement, & when it rules  

This is no longer ruling but suppression of rule. Only  

Oppression shall  here be oppressed: the proletarians, lowest  

Level of society, must, in order to rise, smash  

Into pieces the whole social structure with all its upper levels.    400.  

The workers may break their own class chains  

Only by breaking everybody’s chains.  
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Darko Suvin 9,100 WORDS  

ON BRECHT'S "THE MANIFESTO": COMMENTS FOR READERS IN ENGLISH1/  

 

      Dal principio alla fine  

è conveniente seguire ogni giustizia.  

 -- Giampiero Neri, L'aspetto occidentale del vestito 

[From beginning to end/ it is proper to follow all 
justice.  -- G.N., "The Western Aspect of Clothing", ca. 

1960] 

 

This most rich poet scattered into all he created seeds of 

thought destined to spring into full life only later. He 

was persuaded that any living work grows and works 

on by immanent force, that it changes with each listener 
and reader reached. His poems are based on this 

presupposition, and only the future shall make visible 

the full width and plenitude of his work.  

 -- Lion Feuchtwanger, "Bertolt Brecht" [1957] 

 

1.  Some Pertinent History (as Teacher of Life) 

In early 1945, most probably already in January, Brecht started working on what he at some 

point  called a "versification of the [Communist] Manifesto" (GKA 27: 219) but at other points 
also thought of as part of a vaster project, a Lehrgedicht parallel to Lucretius's On the Nature of 

Things; the title of that "Didactic Poem" or "Poem for Learning" was not yet fixed but could 

have been something like On the Nature of People or, more precisely, On the Unnatural 

Character of Bourgeois Relationships. The time slot for this venture of Brecht's in Santa Monica 
was found by a hiatus in co-translating his play Life of Galileo with Charles Laughton: Laughton 

had to play in the pirate movie Captain Kidd in order to redeem time for that translation-cum-

adaptation, which eventually resulted in his playing Galileo in Los Angeles. But the deeper 

impulse for Brecht was the overwhelming approach of an end to World War 2 that put on the 
agenda the future of Germany; for emigres of Brecht's stripe this meant: will it be socialist or not 

(cf. Hartinger 34-38)? During his intense concentration on what turned out to be not only a 

versification but also a reworking of Marx's Manifesto -- hereinafter CM -- Brecht noted in his 

diary on March 10, 1945: "Between the 'Didactic Poem' and the terrible newspaper reports from 
Germany. Ruins and no sign of life from the workers." (GKA 27: 221) Pondering on how to 

rediscover for German workers the obviously forgotten teachings of Marxism, Brecht concluded 
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that "it seems to me possible to renew the propagandistic efficacy [of CM] today, one hundred 

years later, and to lend it new, fortified (bewaffnet) authority, by sublating its pamphlet 
character" (GKA 27: 219-20).  

 This was wholly in line with Brecht's central strategy, perhaps best formulated in his 

magisterial 1934 essay Five Difficulties in Writing Truth (Fünf Schwierigkeiten beim Schreiben 

der Wahrheit), where the last but not at all least quality that a writer who wishes to combat lying 

and ignorance must acquire was slyness: "slyness in disseminating the truth to many people" 
(GKA 22.1: 81). The subject-matter of the rise and fall of the "unnatural character" (this is more 

elegant in the German Unnatur, something like "mis-nature") of bourgeois rule was forced on 

Brecht's attention in the last years of the Weimar Republic and hugely intensified by the coming 

to power of Nazism. In the "Conclusion" to the Five Difficulties, surely one of the great essays of 
the 20th Century, he wrote:  

The great truth of our epoch (which is not enough, but without which no other pertinent 

truth can be found) is that our continent is sinking into barbarism because violence is 

used to cling to the existing relations of property over the means of production.... We 

cannot search out the truth about the barbaric conditions without thinking about those 
who suffer under them, and while we, continually sloughing off temptations of 

cowardice, search for the true relationships because of those who are ready to use such 

cognitions, we have at the same time to think about presenting the truth in such a way 

that it could be a weapon in their hands, and also so slyly that this presentation may not 
be found out and cut off by the enemy. (GKA 22.1: 88-89) 

But there was a further and deeper, or at least less moment-bound, reason to use the classical 

model of epic verse -- which, for Brecht, meant the Latin hexameter -- as a pedagogical royal 

road to the listener's understanding.  In a memo perhaps to be titled "From Whom Have I 

Learned", written after the June 1953 rebellion of Berlin workers when Brecht was once again 
intensely meditating how to renew the efficacy of Marxian tradition for the German workers, he 

concluded from his experiences:  

There are at least two linked reasons why it's worthwhile to study the two great didactic 

poems of the Romans, Virgil's Georgica and Lucretius's Of the Nature of Things. For one 

thing they are models how to describe in verse the cultivation of nature and an 
understanding of the universe; and for another, we have in the beautiful translations of 

Voss and of Knebel marvellous elucidations about our [German] language. The 

hexameter is a verse line which forces the German language to the most fertile exertions. 

It presents itself as clearly "manipulated", which makes learning much easier. Like Virgil, 
the translator must teach versification together with agriculture...; in brief, the great 

artistry of the Ancients is developed by treating great contents. (GKA 23: 269-70) 

  

Today we might wish to say either that there is a feedback between a given form and a 

given content which determines not only the momentary success of artful writing in its time but 

also its efficacy and survival for following generations -- that is, its becoming and enduring as a 
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classic. Or indeed we might wish to say that the vocabulary of form vs. content is helpful only to 

a limited degree, and that the how is always consubstantial with the what -- most obviously so in 
poetry. But Brecht's optimistic conclusion might serve as a first reason to inquire further into the 

uses of what eventually became his unfinished poem Das Manifest (THE Manifesto). 

Discouraged by his best friends such as Eisler and Feuchtwanger, engaged in many other 

pressing writings, and above all unsure of who would be the poem's readers, Brecht broke off its 
composition in the second half (probably in September) of 1945. He cherished the project until 

the end of his life.   

 The following commentary is divided into a "technical" section and a "substantive" 

section. The former speaks briefly of the tradition of hexameter in English and my guidelines for 

translating the somewhat messy variants of Brecht's not finally revised attempt into it. It might 
perhaps be skipped by readers not interested in it, but they might also find that a full, 

understanding enjoyment would be helped by not skipping it. The longer "substantive" section 

focusses on relationships between poetry and history, including doctrine, memory, and 

associated matters. A reader skipping it might find that supposedly technical decisions -- how the 
translation actually reads -- will not be persuasive. There have been benevolent liberal attempts 

to "save" Brecht by sundering the poetry and the politics in his political poetry or poetical 

politics. This degrades both, my two sections do not fully follow this divide, and I warn the 

reader against it.  

 

2. A Commentary for Technical Readers  

A hexameter is a verse line with six stresses. Hexameters are in English relatively rather rare, 
especially longer poems in it. There are some longer English poems in hexameter, such as 

Tennyson's "Locksley Hall," Swinburne's "Hymn to Proserpine" or Kipling's "Danny Deever," 

but then they clearly lean on -- often elaborate -- rhyming. G.M. Hopkins wrote, I think, only one 

of the "terrible sonnets" ("Carrion Comfort") in hexameter, again rhymed. Unrhymed 
hexameters, on the Greek and Latin mould (however this mould was misread) are very rare, 

except for splendid single lines:  

What seas what shores what granite islands towards my timbers 

  (T.S. Eliot, "Marina")  

 When hexameters are used, often it's only in conjunction with another, so to say 
redeeming metre, and again usually outfitted with rhyme, such as this representative first stanza 

of Hardy's "Afterwards," in which the final line subsides into the more normal pentameter (5 

stresses):   

When the Present has latched its postern behind my tremulous stay,  

 And the May month flaps its glad green leaves like wings,  

Delicate-filmed as new-spun silk, will the neighbours say,  

 'He was a man who used to notice such things'? (159)  
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 Or perhaps more cognate to Brecht's epic intentions, the ecological protest plus technical 

attention to work of Hardy's "Throwing a Tree":  

The two executioners stalk along over the knolls,  

Bearing two axes with heavy heads shining and wide,  

And a long limp two-handled saw toothed for cutting great boles... (204) 

 -- but here too at the end of each stanza a new meter (the heptameter, 7 stresses) breaks any 
fears of monotony or awkwardness, not quite absent from the first-line spondee, the two stresses 

in the same metric unit or foot that can be noted as [nérs stálk], which I'd have never dared to use 

as a translator. But then Hardy's later poems are notorious for bending stress schemes to his 

communicative needs, see the hexameters -- if they can still be called such -- of "The Second 
Visit":  

Clack, clack, clack, went the mill-wheel as I came... (208)  

*** 

When I decided to translate Brecht's The Manifesto, I found a messy manuscript situation. In the 

Berlin Brecht Archive, much helped by the kindness of its director Dr. Erdmut Wizisla and its 

staff, I found there were 10 folders pertaining to it. But the materials in those folders are partly 

mingled with scantier materials for that larger plan to write a "Didactic Poem on the Nature of 
Man," in which The Manifesto as it at present stands would have been one out of four parts. The 

latest and biggest Brecht edition, the Grosse Kommentierte Berliner und Frankfurter Ausgabe 

1988-2000, prints three variant versions of it plus a handful  of fragments not contained in any 

version (in volume 15, edited by Jan Knopf and Brigitte Bergheim with three more collaborators, 
pp. 120-57). The notes on pp. 386-407, which follow Bunge's path-breaking overview, claim 

there are  four "stages" (Bearbeitungsstufen) dating from 1945 of Brecht's versification of 

chapter 1 of Marx's Communist Manifesto, plus one more "stage" consisting of only 10 verse in 

1950. The three variants printed are stages 2-4.  

 To my mind, however, Brecht's copious rewritings as presented in GKA fall into TWO 
groups of variants. The first comprises of the GKA editors' stages 1 plus 2 (of which they rightly 

print only one, and I shall here call it draft or variant 1), and it is obviously poetically less 

polished. The second comprises the "stages" 3 plus 4 (printed variants 2 and 3), which are better 

and differ mainly in fine-tuning and in the fact that "stage" 4 is shorter -- that is, its corrections 
were abandoned before the end. 

 I used as my main text the printed variant 2 (German pp. 135-48), adding however to it 

the ending which exists only in variant 1 (German pp. 134-35, in my translation ll. 371 on). But I 

took the liberty of using some formulations which I thought of as better from variant 3, more 

rarely from variant 1. I interpolated one fragment from German p. 157 as my ll. 203-06 ("But 
liberty equality fraternity...").  
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 For my purposes of a narrative, indeed doctrinally expository, poem, I adopted Brecht's 

adaptation of Lucretius's hexameter, which takes for its model Knebel's 1821 German hexameter 
translation of Lucretius2/; and furthermore I adopted Brecht's solution to use a loose "stress" 

hexameter. Eisler claimed it was a "jazzed-up" hexameter, which may be a bit exaggerated 

unless he rightly implied that it uses syncopation (which is anyway usual in some poetic 

traditions, such as the English one); however, this Brechtian hexameter is at the antipodes -- say -
- of the stately and formal six-beat French Alexandrine in which some of the most splendid 

Racine tragedies are written. In "stress verse" (rather than syllable-stress verse) the number of 

syllables can vary. "Loose" also means here that I adopted several guiding principles, all based 

on the wish to have lines that could be read (Brecht wrote the poem to be read aloud, and I much 
hope this could also apply to my translation) without too much violation of usual verse rhythms: 

that is, without either too much stopping or too much slurring over, except for specially intended 

and rare purposes. My first principle was that my hexameter can go up to but not beyond 18 

syllables, i.e. in the Classicistic parlance I didn't want to have stress units (feet) longer than 3 
syllables -- with the well-recognised exception of the final foot in any line. The second was that 

at the end of each of Brecht's division into sections (which follow Marx's paragraphs in CM) I 

allowed myself a final line -- a dying fall, so to say -- of anything between 2 and 6 stresses, 

though I tried to keep them as near to 5 as possible.  Also, I shunned wherever I could feet 
composed of a single stressed syllable (catalectic iamb) and even more so a foot of two stressed 

syllables (spondee). The third was that there should be generally rising rhythms -- iambs and 

anapests -- though amphibrachs (3 syllables with stress in the middle) were allowed; of course, 

as in all English rising-rhythm verse, the first foot plus one or even two more feet could be 
"falling" -- trochees or dactyls -- since this would not put in doubt the general rhythm, but I tried 

to keep  away, with rare exceptions, from lines with a predominantly falling rhythm (more than 3 

feet of trochees or dactyls).   

 As to syntactic choice: I chose to have a mildly Teutonic syntax. I found a fully 

colloquial English syntax of 2001 (or indeed 1945) both impossible to attain with Marx's-cum-
Brecht's vocabulary and aims, as well as unsuited to the matter at hand: the reader is goddam 

well supposed to invest as much energy into it as into a dozen pages of physics or political 

economy. On the other extreme, I hope I've avoided the awful translationese of -- as an unkind 

friend put it -- the "flowers did I for you pick" kind. A kinder friend said my halfway house made 
for a mild estrangement (Verfremdung): my heart leapt when I read him, for that's exactly what 

I'm aiming at. The reader should understand that this was written in German 60 years and one 

historical epoch ago. It is a piece of history. It is in my opinion more than indifferently useful for 

today, otherwise I wouldn't have buckled down to translating it. Thus, the reader is not supposed 
to gobble but to enjoy while understanding (or vice versa) and come back to ponder the poem's 

voice and meanings; ideally, this would be done as a collective effort after reading aloud parts or 

the whole of the poem. It is the voice of a near and dear but by now old-fashioned grand-uncle. 

But fashions have not only changed, they can change again: "O change of times, thou hope of the 
people!" (Brecht). So we who were "born after" (Brecht again) have to invest mental energy into 

finding out what we can learn from this buoyant, overconfident, wise, irritating, sly, doctrinaire, 

flexible and above all stimulating voice.  

 In sum: How much, and just where and how, in what parts or aspects, is this poem 

applicable to the present day? How much can its various passages as well as its overall tone and 
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stance be of use in vitally needed present-day debates? A public discussion of these central 

points is the aim of this translation. I shall attempt to start it in Section 3.  

 A final principle of mine imitated (even if by eversion) the mythical constitution of the 
Anarchist Federation of Catalonia:  

 1. There are no obligatory rules.  

 2. The foregoing paragraph is not obligatory.  

In practice this meant that any of the above rules could be violated if my ear and/or my 

responsibility to Brecht-cum-Marx's sense told me so and I found no other way to follow its 
telling. I tried not to have too many of such violations.  

 

3. A Commentary for Substantial Readers 

Most of Section 2 above might hold for any translation of a long hexameter poem into English. 

There are of course especially complex problems in Brecht's poem, as in any so-called didactic 

and/or propagandistic verse (I shall try to unpack this banal designation later). I shall first focus 

on the relationship of poetry to doctrine. One can imagine extreme ideal-types, not encountered 
in practice, where either is a means completely in service of the other: either verse as a flat 

rhythmical and mnemonic ploy to sweeten the doctrinal pill, or doctrine as overall, often far-off 

armature to organise the poet's different -- compatible but richer -- concerns. The best example 

that comes to mind of nearness to the second extreme is Dante's Commedia, or at least its first 
two parts. But in Brecht's case the danger is rather the first extreme, that is -- the use of verse for 

the overriding or even sole purpose of enunciating a cognitive theory, a use for which already 

Aristotle had in the first section of his Poetics banished Empedocles from poetry to physics. I 

found a wonderful example for it in a poem that was T.S. Eliot's now almost totally forgotten 
contribution to World War 2 propaganda in 1942. He seems to have attempted to show how the 

type of "universal" poetry he was writing then could express Britain's struggle in 1941-42, but 

the result is prose arbitrarily hacked into lines:  

The enduring is no substitute for the transient  

Neither one for the other. But the abstract conception  

Of private experience at its greatest intensity  

Becoming universal, which we call "poetry",  

May be affirmed in verse. 

     (in Harding 78) 

 

 To the contrary, a valid poem -- that is, one which should have a good reason to exist 

beside a prose employing  the same doctrinal (philosophical, religious, political, etc.) notions and 
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argumentation -- would be somewhere in the middle between the above extremes, in a semantic 

creative space where ends and means, sense and sensuality, doctrine and poetry remain in a more 
or less fruitful tension, from the Left of much Mayakovsky and Neruda or Brecht's Manifesto to 

the Right of Eliot's contemporary Four Quartets  or indeed some of Pound's Pisan Cantos (the 

"Liberal" bourgeois center, being in saddle, has no passionate reason to compose didactic poetry, 

which seems -- at any rate since the Romantics -- born of dissatisfaction).  

 In the 1920s Brecht famously remarked that gasoline or oil doesn't fit into, and therefore 
disallows, the five-act "dramatic tension" form; and he subsequently elaborated -- together with 

many other dramatists and theatre people -- his "epic" or dialectical dramaturgy. Analogously, 

the language of the CM doesn't fit the dominant forms of the English individualist lyric, which 

have 5 stresses or less. However, it would have less trouble with the popular ballad form, which 
often had 7 stresses, for example in Brecht's beloved Sir Patrick Spens or his equally beloved 

urban Moritat (street ballad) Das Seemanslos [The Sailor’s Destiny], though they are usually 

printed as two lines of 4+3 stresses; and some ballads have even 6 stresses. Thus I believe 

Brecht's instinct to use the hexameter was sound even apart from the wonderful example of 
Lucretius.3/ Brecht inventively varied and enriched this language in his attempt to find a halfway 

house between doctrinal generalisation and concrete experience, to which I'll return; but his goal 

was to retain the power of Marx's generalisations that construct a cognitive edifice held together 

by terminological rigour. Therefore The Manifesto frequently uses words coined for such 
doctrinal precision rather than for euphony (sound) or prosody (rhythm). Examples of such 

repeatedly found terms might have two stresses, as "commodity," which at least has the right pair 

of rising stresses [-'-'], or as the more difficult, but fortunately rare in Brecht, "capitalism"[' -- ']. 

Almost as difficult is "bourgeoisie" (phonetically: boor-zhoo-ah-zee, similar to the French 
pronunciation, [' -- ']), since -- with the quite normal elision of its second syllable and stress -- it 

will have 3 syllables (phonetically: boor-zhwa-zee) with a principal stress on the first and a 

subsidiary but often used stress on the third syllable ['-'].4/ Most difficult proved to me (this says 

maybe something about my political unconscious?) "proletarian" and  "proletariat" which are 
quite unmanageable in the full 5-syllable form and must  usually be, with some difficulty, elided 

into 4 syllables and two (falling) stresses, as proh-leh-teh-ryat, ['-'-] -- on the example of Pope's 

"con-gen-yal". I note that the difficulties exist also in German (indeed, Feuchtwanger took the 

impossibility of fitting words such as "Proletariat" into verse as excuse to cease collaborating on 
the project after six weeks in 1945, see his "Bertolt Brecht" 105-06 and Bunge), but given the 

different rhythms they seem to me smaller.  

 It ought to be stressed that Brecht's Manifesto participates in the modern (even the most 

modern, if you wish post-post-modern) tendencies of much in the best poetry of our age to use an 

"antipoetic" -- or more precisely, anti-Idealist -- language recuperating exact scientific or 
philosophical terms. This language was wonderfully defined by the Italian poet Gozzano already 

around 1908 as:  "lo stile d'uno scolare/ corretto un pò da una serva" -- "the style of a scholar/ 

Somewhat corrected by a charwoman" (in his poem "L'altro" ["The Other"], cited in Marcheschi 

13-14). This style of poetry dovetails neatly with Brecht's constant attempt at melding plebeian 
demystification from below with precise intellectual critique. Its informing horizon is that of 

verse narration as cognition, not confined to but not at all shunning conceptual cognition in 

feedback with behavioural information about stances or bearings (cf. Suvin, both entries on 

"Haltung"). Poetry is here not only in strong opposition to the stifling superficial babbling of the 
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reigning, totally ideologised doxa of the capitalist media or brainwashed common sense, but its 

main reason for existing is to be a "stumbling block" (formulation of the poet Giampiero Neri, 
ibidem 16) to the hegemonic babble -- one which forces the reader-stumbler to stop and look at 

what is really happening at his feet. This type of poetry remains playful but it is a serious play, 

the young lions exercising sudden jumps upon each other. It is necessarily fixated on the 

necessary complicitous reader, at the antipodes and at the expense of the narcissistic navel-
gazing of most Post-Modernism. It is much concerned, as Brecht noted in his great programmatic 

poem "To the Danish Worker-Actors," with precise, technical, verifiable and repeatable 

observation of recurring, key and typical events and relationships. Such materialist poetry, while 

remaining different from the prose of precise observation, is yet also related to it by an umbilical 
cord -- that is, the verse is in fruitful tension both with the precise observing and, as noted earlier, 

with the doctrinal obsessive clarity.  

 The poetry is therefore articulated as a rational discourse "without any inferiority or 

superiority complex toward natural sciences or history" (Marcheschi 17), yet never sundered 

from possibly discreet or hardboiled but always strong emotion. Paradoxically, it can be verified 
in Brecht's Manifesto how, at its extreme, such apparent objectivity touches upon and fuses with 

a functional and gnomic, almost ceremonious, ritualisation, using frequent  repetitions, syntactic 

inversion, enjambement (syntactic carry-over into the next line), and a marked rhythm. 

Characteristically, a rhetorical figure called "adnomination" is used, which repeats noun root in 
verb root or vice versa (for example "passing without passport" or "Slaves of the bourgeois class, 

daily and hourly enslaved"). This is in my opinion emblematic for Brecht's attempt to create 

additional verisimilitude for Marx's concepts by re-plunging them into the collective activity of 

human working classes from which they presumably sprang. This figure may serve as a good 
example how cognition is to be found hidden in sensual tricks of alliteration, assonance and 

echo, just as in Dante's initially obscure "Amor, che a nullo amato amar perdona" which will be 

found, upon reflection, to carry a serious point beneath, through and by means of the virtuosity.5/ 

The poetic cognitive movement is in Brecht's usage spiral, for it is both determined, in some 
ways even predetermined by the nature of things, and also open to human passion and struggling 

endeavour (in the above examples, against prisons and slavery): nature can only work for us 

through human nature, and Marx's socioeconomic laws through classes of embodied people. The 

movement of verse enacts -- with the participation of the reader -- a ceremony of the struggle 
against overweening social injustice, in which words and things are given allegorical faces and 

figures, again turned toward each other; and its Great Ancestor is, indeed, Lucretius On the 

Nature of Things.  

 Brecht's acumen is nowhere more apparent than in his full consciousness of this ancestry. 

His unfinished poem had the ambition to be to Marx what Lucretius was to Epicure (himself an 
object of Marx's doctoral dissertation).6/ Epicure's teachings survived only in some fragments -- 

and in Lucretius's verse, where he is repeatedly praised as the great and glorious liberator of 

mankind from superstition and fear of death, whose footsteps the poet wishes to follow (cf. Book 

5: 55). The premonition that the oblivion could happen to Marx too -- practically if not literally -- 
was never absent from Brecht (see his poems on the great exiled poets, among whom Lucretius 

is -- unhistorically -- also found, "Die Auswanderung der Dichter" ["The Poets' Emigration"] and 

"Besuch bei den verbannten Dichtern" ["Visiting the Exiled Poets"], GKA 14: 256 and 12: 35). 

Recent history gave Brecht reason to insist on his fears.  
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 Today, such a form of cognitive poetry is one of the best ways to carry across the roaring 

oceans of incessantly battering brainwashing the indispensable memories how great hopes 
flourished in the 20th Century. It offers a good chance to bring about that necessary piety which 

entails both a repristination of familiarity with the forgotten teachings and simultaneously their 

"pitiless critique" (Marx). To use Brecht without criticising him, observed pithily Heiner Müller, 

means to betray him. In our age this holds, of course, for every cognitive endeavour, and in 
particular for Marx and the whole Marxian and Leftwing tradition. The poetry is a watchman: 

"Watchman, what of the night?" The night is deep and dark, but not unsurmountable: "it goes on 

for twelve hours, then comes the day" (Brecht, Schweyk in the Second World War). But 

orientations in the thick clouds of words and tear gas, or indeed bomb bursts, are badly needed. 
They have to be supplied from wherever one can get them.  

 

4. What is, then, the relation of poetry to history? Surely, charity begins at home: poetry cannot 

exist without a relation to its own history. The poet -- and the translator -- must be cognisant of 

it, but not necessarily the synchronic reader who has to fry today's potatoes today. For her, the 

relation is basically one of poetry to what Marx and Engels called the only science they knew -- 
the history of relationships among people, in different social formations, in the struggles of 

classes differently shaping each formation. There should be no special problems here for a poet 

as narrating histor, a teller of (hi)stories committed to an understanding that functions equally as 

his ethics and his esthetics: for each of us has debts contracted in time toward the living and 
especially the dead, and the poet pays those debts. The most deeply personal economy is here at 

one with the sciences studying human and natural economy and with the Marxist understanding 

of history -- those commitments to truth and memory.  

 However, given that readers are the central reason for the poem's existence, the 

overriding question for a Marxist or socialist -- which includes, no doubt in complex ways, a 
Marxist or socialist poet -- is surely the relation of the poems he is writing to the synchronic 

history, ongoing in the flesh of these readers. (One then also hopes for the poem's long duration, 

its reaching future readers too, but it doesn't do to think too much about that while writing.) What 

has changed in that history between 1848 and 1945, and what has not? As Braudel would put it, 
what are its short-duration and what the long-duration elements and aspects? A brief 

investigation of the relation between Marx's CM and Brecht's The Manifesto might provide a 

useful link between the relation of a poem to its own textual models and antecedents and to its 

ongoing historical situation.  

 In his diary for Feb. 1945, cited at the beginning of this Comment, Brecht noted: "The 
[Communist] Manifesto is as pamphlet itself a work of art," but continued by postulating that its 

efficacy could be "today" renewed and strengthened "by sublating its pamphlet character" (GKA 

27: 219-20). This implies two main points. First, that in spite of its eminent political and artistic 

status, CM has been in the practice of both the Second and the Third International movements 
(that is, of the Social Democratic and of the Communist parties) so automatised and ossified that 

it no longer strikes a potentially interested and approachable reader with the freshness required 

for joyous perception and efficacy: as the Formalists would have said, it has to be de-

automatised, or in Brecht's own coinage, estranged (verfremdet). Later in Berlin, he would 
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confide to an assistant, Käthe Rülicke: "This was conceived so slyly. I thought that if the great 

form is found beautiful, then the content has to be accepted together with it.... Brecht laughed a 
lot remembering it." (Wizisla ed. 40) And of course we should not forget that the rigidity on the 

official Left was in great part a defense mechanism against sharp and huge physical and 

ideological repression. But a second point that follows from Brecht's proceeding is that the 

change in literary genre, from prose pamphlet to narrative poem in hexameter, was supposed to 
decisively intervene in this de-automatisation and new perceptibility, in the renewed and (in 

comparison to the dogmatic idolisation) strengthened efficacy of Marx's diagnosis in actual 

political life. Such changes may be useful to discuss, at least partly and initially, to sharpen the 

reader's understanding of Brecht's ways of working and intention.  

 My thesis is that what unites the Marxian political pamphlet and the Brechtian poem for 
learning is that they both aspire (and largely accede) to a cognitive status. If we are still to bother 

about them, it is because at least some of their key insights are still valid as guides for action, and 

others are instructive as to where, why and how they were (are) wrong. What the social-science 

people could and should learn from philology is that the what is never to be separated from the 

how: they are consubstantial. Therefore, the cognitive dusting off melds two modes of new 

understanding: it means not only a notional updating but also a rephrasing in the idiom and for 

the imagination of the new readers. And rephrasing is never innocent, since the how intervenes 

in the what. This is what differentiates CM and The Manifesto.  

 The long duration, what has been retained here from the "classical" Marxist tradition, is, 
first, Hegelian metamorphic forces of constant change, reinterpreted as Marx's chthonic forces at 

work from the magmatic depths of society; I shall return to the strengthening of the dynamic 

element in the poem. The "testimonial tenacity" (Marcheschi 27) of Brecht's is a dialogue with a 

view how Marx's cognitions about forces of history-as-political-economy operate in the flesh of 
working people. Second, CM is updated with some later insights of Marx's, of which I shall 

mention only the cyclical theory of crises and the hidden fetishism of commodity economy 

which are  reworked as the magnificent double passage about the Ogres of Crises (translation 

lines 219ff.) and about the blind Moloch-God of Profit (lines 242ff.). (As usual in Brecht, there 
are many Biblical echoes.) Brecht participates in the style of the most effective poems discussed 

earlier -- by Neri, for example -- posited "to appear as 'marginal notes' of readings in science" 

(Marcheschi 17), and indeed in human sciences, according to Marianne Moore's statement in 

"Poetry":  

...nor is it valid  

to discriminate against "business documents and  

schoolbooks".... 

Brecht always treated with contempt the antagonism of two forms of understanding and learning, 
the scientific and the artistic one, while insisting that they cannot be confused. However, his 

Manifesto is more ambitious (and therefore longer): for it constitutes an updating of CM for the 

age in which the bourgeoisie reaches for world wars in response to economic crises of its 

system.  
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 Thus, the de-automatisation of CM implies, first of all, its desacralisation, that is, its 

critical updating and modification for the 1945 situation in Germany and the world. In March 
1945 Brecht wrote to Karl Korsch, the heretic Marxist theoretician whom he, for all their 

disagreements, revered as one of his few teachers, and who was also the most prominent among 

his friends to enthusiastically encourage Brecht's project and indeed to praise it as a masterpiece 

(Korsch 54): "I have modified, as cautiously as I could, some matters in CM, I put instead of the 
immiseration theory the insecurity caused by structural unemployment, etc. Do you think this is 

correct?" And further about the never fulfilled plans: "I'm now getting to the second chapter of 

CM. In it [in Brecht's plan to adapt there Engels's Principles of Communism, a small "catechism" 

in question-and-answer form], the classics will answer questions. Should I smuggle in new 
questions? Which ones?" (GKA 29: 349)  

 Second, Brecht's estrangement entails the historicisation of CM. Even the title, THE 

Manifesto, indicates it is a citation, a second-order reference to a classic. "CM was the report of 

its authors to the party they were founding. Brecht's hexameters are the report of a report." 

(Mayer 65). Brecht's usage relates the past to the present, entangling and disentangling them. The 
poem is a dialectics of history, both rooted in the past and going on. Therefore, Brecht very often 

substitutes for Marx's past tenses, which he uses in a few beginning lines, the present tense, 

which makes his report more dramatically immediate and more vivid, though no less historically 

sweeping: I shall underline in the two examples below (translation lines 15ff. and 51ff.) the 
explicit switch from past to present: 

 You've heard much untruth about it from enemies, from friends  

Much untruth also. This is what the classics say: .... 

or:  

Thus came about the age, which now is ending, of the bourgeois:  

A fleeing serf, he became a burgher of the market town,   

Then of the city, & behind its secure walls the guilds  

Flourish. Cloth keeps crossing the walls...  

The present tense presents both the validity of insights from CM and yet modifies it with new 

ways of seeing and the immediacy of direct witnessing. Paradoxically, in terms of German 

literary theory (derived from Schiller), where the epic is characterised by turning to the past and 

the drama by turning to the present, Marx is more epical while Brecht is epico-dramatic.  

 Third, as is proper of poetry, the already vivid but largely analytical argumentation of 
CM is much more strongly dramatised. This is achieved by various means: syntactic parallelism 

instead of Marx's logical subordination; further use of personification, most prominent of which 

is the bourgeoisie, but which encompasses also the Ogre Crises or the God of Profit, and thus 

builds on the strong fantastic imagery already there in Marx (see Suvin-Angenot for a lengthy 
discussion); and dynamic action, for example by the much more articulated and active Spectre of 

Communism. The main sections of CM begin with a general thesis, which is then discussed and 

validated in lengthy analytical passages, and leads to a general programmatic upshot. Brecht uses 

much of this, but always subsumed under a dramatic story of workers as representatives of a 
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humanity subjected to an increasing whirlpool of violence, predicated on mysterious deities of 

Profit, and of a possible remedy to the terrible threat.  

 Much more could be said, for example about his vocabulary or his rhetorical figures such 
as the hyperbole (cf. Schober 145-65), but I shall close by noting that there is an overriding 

unnamed figure in the poem: the narrating voice, the poet-narrator. He is an anthropologist, 

advancing into the jungle of factories and cities with "a hot heart in a cold person" (Brecht, GKA 

26:  207); and his rigour arises out of the blood, sweat, and tears of millions through centuries. 
Here is an example for the foregoing discussions, the first lines of the poem:  

Wars are destroying the world, and the ruins are visibly haunted  

By an enormous spectre, not simply born of war.  

In peace it could already be sighted, terror to the rulers  

But friend to the children of slums. In scanty kitchens  

Often it peeps, horrified, angry, into the half-empty pots.  

Often it waits for the exhausted in front of shipyards and mines;  

It visits friends in jails, passing without passport. 

Even in offices it may be seen and in lecture-rooms 

Heard. At times it dons a hat of steel, enters  

Huge tanks and flies with deadly bombers. It speaks in many    

Tongues, in all of them. And in many it holds its tongue.  

 

 The discourse has shifted into 1945, that is, out of Marx's early 19th-Century situation of 

the Holy Alliance in Europe. We are in the modern world of world-wide wars, of tanks, bombers 

and ruins, of many languages and repression in most of them; and yet still a world recognisable 
to Marx, with mines, shipyards, offices and auditoria, but -- most important -- with half-empty 

pots, exhausted workers, slums and jails. In other passages, the most massive addition to Marx's 

CM is his own crisis theory, actualised through the vivid experiences of the post-1929 crash. 

This fits into the poem's heroic attempt to create a productive feedback between Marx's 
formulations (the haunting spectre, the grave-digging, etc.) and Brecht's return to the original 

magma of the daily experience of millions which also lay at the distant basis of those 

formulations. In philosophical language, Brecht's verse actualises this feedback between 

deduction and induction, between a framework pre-existing the matter of the poem (ante rem) 
and a verification plus modification within the matter (in re). The modification can best be seen 

in this breathtakingly daring opening, in the best epic tradition of beginning in medias res, in the 

thick of things: "Wars are destroying the world". The class struggle will re-emerge with a 

vengeance in the latter part of the poem, but to begin with it is here to arrest not simply 
millennial social injustice but also the by now possible smashing up (zerschmettern, a wonderful 

expression that I failed to fit into the poem's rhythm) of the world. It is my strong conviction that 

the wars -- both the two World Wars and the perhaps 200 "local" wars since 1945 -- are an 
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essential and indispensable tool of capitalism, without which the bourgeoisie couldn't survive 

(see Suvin “Capitalism”), so that the singular paucity of sustained Left-wing theorising about war 
borders on death-wish. Perhaps we're just beginning to climb out of this largely self-dug pit after 

the Gulf and Serbian wars. Brecht can here too serve as our Great Ancestor, who prophetically 

indicated the way.  

 

5. Here we could then reopen the question of didactic or propagandistic poems. These terms are 

more than a little misleading, for to my mind all poetry teaches attitudes or bearings by pregnant 
example: say, Petrarch's about yearning for the ideal woman, Dante's about the political ethics of 

his time validated by and as cosmology, Baudelaire's about the beauty proper to the evil 

megalopolises of the bourgeoisie. This is almost genetically encoded into poetry, which began 

either as direct accompaniment to collective work (work songs) or as a moment of pause before 
or after the collective enterprise (hunt, cultivation, war, athletic competition) where the song with 

music and most often rhythmic movement (dance) was an organising tool: it rehearsed the 

reasons and modalities of action or commented on its outcome. Homer’s type of epic is halfway 

from an oral tribal encyclopedia to a single poet writing for civic group recitals: it is still 
collective poetry, though by now of the aristocratic class. It takes for its scope a knowable 

totality: all the techniques, including those of war, of religion, of shipping, and of political 

oratory, the games, the geographical and cosmic knowledge, the education, the jurisprudence, 

etc. Its narrative agents are therefore necessarily types, positive or negative behaviour models: 
Penelope of the constant wife, Achilles of courage, Thersites of the hateful plebeian… Later non-

choral, class-society verse was then shaped by such a type of occasion in which the single person 

of the poet was led to reveal his own aspirations and experiences -- which however remained 

exemplary, pretending to collective validity. It remained valid even in the great change when the 
poetry came to register alienation, as in the lyrics of Catullus or Baudelaire, or Hesiod's epic 

about our iron age:  

Eut'an ep'emporien trepsas aesifrona thumon 

bouleai de khrea te profugein kai limon aterpea,  

deixo de toi metra polufloisboio thalasses 

(If then you set your imprudent mind to commerce,  

Wishing to flee penury and woeful hunger,  

I'll show you what is proper to the much-roaring sea... 

 Works and Days, vv. 646-48)  

The teaching versifiers were indifferently what Aristotle and his pre-romantic readers would call 

poets or scientists (or indeed political leaders, such as Isaiah or Solon or Mao). This held in 

spades for the hexameter tradition running from Homer and Hesiod to Lucretius and Virgil. 
Contravening this immemorial foundation, the bourgeois critical hegemony decided, at some 

point of etiolated Romanticism, the teaching of politics was not the proper pursuit of unreliable 

verse, and identified all didactics with such disallowed "propaganda": "Politisch Lied, ein garstig 

Lied" -- "political poem, a nasty poem," said the great Philistine Goethe (in a political poem).  
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 Yet in all significant case, such as the names just mentioned, such versifiers or poets were 

never simply followers of a doctrine, rather they were its shapers or reshapers (which is 
poetically speaking the same). They were the opposite of facile moralisers: creators who went in 

for a vision of the essence of matters, cognisers. Brecht's voice is one of a teacher, no doubt, but 

of a peculiar one: a Socratic pedagogic facilitator, whose overriding maxim was that the learner 

is more important than the lesson. In other words: the Law is here for Humanity, not vice versa; 
the lesson is not only to be incarnated into but also modified by the Brechtian "worker-readers," 

just as the versifying voice has transubstantiated and modified the original CM. This is the voice 

of a critical intellectual, in  a Gramscian sense organic to the plebeian movement; in Brechtian 

terms we could call this poem the voice of an "intellectual-reader" who has found some answers 
reading Marx,  and repeats them faithfully, that is: reworking them for the situation of mid-20th 

Century.   

 Somewhere in his "poetics" Ad Pisones, Horace discusses whether the tragic poets who 

take their arguments from Homer are really poets, that is, creative writers. His answer is that the 

epic events of Homer will be transmogrified into the tragic effects of a good tragedian if he 
refrains from idle paraphrase and instead of being a servile imitator be a true "translator," who 

takes the Homeric characters and supplies them with new speeches and actions. In Book 3 of his 

Scienza nuova, Vico comments on this passage that such excellent tragedians "will be new poets 

in the style of Homer" (320). Vico argues elsewhere that "all ancient Roman law was a serious 
poem" or carmen (390), a binding social incantation (Valéry's charme). Thus Brecht can be 

called a new serious poet in the style of Marx.  

 For analytical convenience, we can separate his reworking into two aspects: as to the 

what, lessons that have intervened between 1848 and 1945, and in particular Marx's later work 

on capitalist economics and some lessons of Leninism, born and reborn out of the World Wars; 
as to the how, the new cognitive tool of Lucretian narrative poetry. (Of course, I have been 

arguing that how and what are in any corporeal reality, including very much the corporeal reality 

of practicing poetry and poetic practice, consubstantial.) From various other works of Brecht, it 

can be inferred he considered this tool to be at least equivalent, and possibly superior, to 
systematic philosophical discourse, which may be a good weapon but is prone to doctrinal 

congealment (Brecht likened it to a condensed snowball, which shouldn't be kept in one's pocket 

too long). It was again Valéry who, in his discussion of poetry, observed that when a lion 

consumes mutton it turns into lion-flesh. Unfortunately, he hasn't given us a metaphor as to what 
happens when a lion cannibalises another lion from long ago. At any rate, Marx's substance is 

transmuted in Brecht, as Brecht's ought to be in the reader-lamb facing any new situation -- 

keeping however unchanged and constant the central and determining horizon of class liberation, 

and the vector of desire toward it.  

Brecht's poem was not finished, but it happens to end -- rephrasing the end of Part 1 of CM 
-- with what I see as a sufficient ending. It answers the initial, catalyzing violence of the 

bourgeois world wars of each against each with a healing levelling of the violent class structure:     

...the proletarians, lowest  

Level of society must, in order to rise, smash  
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Into pieces the whole social structure with all its upper levels.  

The proletariat can only throw off its special class  

Servitude by throwing off the servitude of all.  

      

 While today we may have to redefine what we mean by the proletariat (I would think an 

body who lives by means of her/his work fits the bill), I believe the beginning of 21st Century, 
amid still worse wars already upon us, still has to absorb -- and no doubt transmute -- this end.  

 

Notes  

1/ My thanks are due first of all to the Brecht-Archiv, Berlin, and its director Dr. Erdmut Wizisla 

who provided crucial help both with Brecht's variants and with the secondary literature, 

including a preview of his planned annotated list of Brecht's library. They extend to the 

encouragement of Fredric Jameson and Tom Kuhn, and to productive observations, suggestions 
and/or queries by Marc Angenot, Johannes Angermüller, Bonnie Borenstein, Ronnie Davis, 

Marcelline Krafchick, Joan Roelofs, Marc Silberman, Renate Solbach and Victor Wallis; 

Stephen Bronner undertook the heroically kind task of giving me a line-by-line critique. The 

translation was first presented at a panel devoted to it in the "Marxism 2000" conference, 
Amherst MA, Sept. 2000, which was encouraged by Richard Wolff and helped by Stephen 

Cullenberg; the respondents at the panel were Ronnie Davis and Sara Lennox. Of course the 

remaining faults are 99% mine and only 1% Brecht's.  

2/ For the record, the original is De rerum natura in six "books" by Titus Lucretius Carus, ca. 

95-55 BCE; this is perhaps best translated as On the Nature of the Universe or ...of What There 

Is. One of the first proofs of Brecht's intensive consultation of the 1821 translation by Knebel  

that also contained Lucretius's Latin (Brecht read both), which he must have owned from the 

Weimar years and which followed him in his émigré wanderings, is to be found in the essay Five 

Difficulties, where he cites "the great Lucretius" as an authoritative source for beauty of verse 
being used for dissemination of doctrine (GKA 22.1: 83); eight further references to and citations 

of Lucretius in Brecht's poems or essays about poetry from 1933 on have been found  (Knopf 

158 and GKA 14: 548-49 and 675). They always use and/or adapt the Latin verse in German, so 

that Brecht's first hexameters in the footsteps of Lucretius also date from 1933 (ibidem 171). The 
two other most important discussions are Brecht's cited memo "From Whom Have I Learned" 

and the famous programmatic essay "On Unrhymed Poetry with Irregular Rhythm" in 1939, 

where the irregular rhythms and "gestic elements" of Lucretius testify to his openness for social 

dissonances and function as the ideal modern procedure. Much has been said (best in Mayer, 
Bunge, Mittenzwei and Knopf) about the relationship to Lucretius documented in these places, 

much more awaits to be said. 

 On Brecht's great liking for Roman themes and literature, second in importance perhaps 

only to an analogous affinity to the Chinese and Japanese ones, cf. at least the classical  

monograph by Hans Mayer. See also note 5 below.  
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 Brecht used the CM text from a selection of  Marx's works published in German in the 

USSR 1934; the Brecht Archive conserves the photographs and films he had Ruth Berlau make 
of its pages  in order to scatter them singly over his study room (GKA 29: 220, Bunge 184).  

3/ A great deal of memoir literature and philological attention has been consecrated to Brecht's 

not using the truly classical (Homeric or indeed Lucretian) hexameter but a freer German form. I 

believe the correct judgment on this was given in Eisler's retraction of his strong 1945 objections 

-- both formal and political -- in the dialogs with Bunge (81-90): the objections were formally 
irrelevant and politically short-sighted. See the literature in GKA 27: 220 and 226, both 

Feuchtwanger items (to my mind mistaken), Hartinger 62-68 (whose arguments I find best) and 

Knopf 163-64.  

4/ It is much easier in the expletive two-syllable Russian "burzhuy" (boorzhoo'y), as proved by 

Mayakovsky:  

Yesh ananasy, ryabchiki zhuy,  

Den' tvoy poslyednyi prikhodit, burzhuy!  

(Gulp down pineapples, chew your quails/ Your last day is dawning, boorzhooy!)  

 

5/ Literally, "Love that pardons no beloved/lover for loving". There's a whole little library of 

comments on this verse from the Paolo and Francesca episode of Inferno. Very crudely, "Love," 

the allegorical figure not too far from the Greek Eros, is not sickly sweet but (often -- in Dante's 

usual hyperbole always) merciless toward the lovers/beloved, who have to bear the consequences 
of this semi-divine -- in some versions, dear to Dante who ends the Commedia with a verse on 

divine love "that moves the Sun and other stars," fully divine -- impulse and project. Indeed 

Paolo and Francesca are both killed for it and land in the perpetual tempest zone of the Inferno.  

And yet they are presented with such understanding and beauty through full 62 lines, their 
loyalty holds so fast even in that tempest, that most readers would suspect loving may be worth 

it, if you are truly lovers/beloved, whatever Love may do to you.  

6/ The following few lines from a standard handbook speak about Lucretius, but the reader may 

amuse herself by finding out how much of it would apply to Brecht too, and where modifications 

would have to be applied: "...he shows a firm intellectual grasp of what is often a complex and 
abstruse philosophical argument. He has the artist's intense sensory awareness of the world about 

him.... His moral involvement in his subject and his sense of the ludicrous make it easy for him 

to modulate into satire. He is a superbly endowed artist wrestling triumphantly with intractable 

material, writing with a vigour and gusto hardly found in Latin after the end of the republic.... He 
is aware of his own originality, of the difficulties involved in treating philosophy as subject-

matter for poetry; he has something of the loneliness of the pioneer as well as of the creative 

artist. But his theme is life itself as he had realised it in Epicurean terms...."  (Wormell).  

The best book I know about Lucrece, and much recommend, is by Serres (below), who 

argues, most important for our theme, that both his polyphonic style and his physics are open-
ended towards the flows and turbulences of always endangered freedom.  
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